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Cats blown away
Left - CWU sophomore Rachel
Heskett watches the Wildcats drop a
76-57 decision to UPS Tuesday night.
Center - Steve Pudist, 6-7 CWU forward, moves to the hoop. Pudist
scored nine points and pt! ~ed down
five rebounds against the Loggers.
Right - Central Coach Dean
Nicholson watches as the final
seconds of the game tick away.
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Dean Jim Applegate
by Glenda Wallace

Predicts teacher shortage

A record year for teacher p.face- cepted teaching positions, and 13
men t among Central's 1980 percent took jobs in other emp~oy·
graduates, echoed by other col- ment areas.
Although both elementary and
leges across the country, is a sure
sign of an impending U.S. teacher secondary teaching candidates at
shortage, according to CWU Dean CWU chalked up 91 percent placement this year, a whopping 84 perJim Applegate.
·
Head cf CWU' s School of Profes- cent of the elementary candidates
sional StucUes, which includes were placed in teaching jobs, with
Washington's largest teacher 7 percent in other work, compared
education program, Dr. Applegate to 72 percent of the secondary cansays people have to update thier didates becoming teachers, while
thinking about the teachers job 19 percent took other work.
With 489 graduates certificated
market here in the Padific Norto teach in 1979 (the most recent
thwest, as well as natfonally.
During the past year, Applegate, in year for which complete statistics
cooperation with CWU's Career are available), CWU still ranks
Planning and Placement staff, h '!.:; first among 15 Washington institucompiled data from every state tions · preparing teachers, Apsuperintendent of education, and plegate's statistics show. In 1979,
from universitites across the coun- 2,537 graduates in the state were
try that produce large numbers of certificated to teach. Central's 489
represented 18.9 percent of the
teacher education candidates.
An all-time high of 91 percent of total, followed by Washington
CWU's education graduates in · State University, the University of
1979-80 were placed, Applegate Washington, Eastern Washington
and
Western
noted. Seventy-eight percent ac- University

Washington University.
Applegate noted the annual sup. ply of new 'teachers has
dramatically declined. "During
the decade from 1970 to 1980, Central's teacher candidates shrank
from an all-time high in 1970 of
1,010 to this year's 465-a 54 percent
decrease," he said.
On the other hand, the number of
teacher vacancies listed with
CWU's Placement Cent~r has risen
meteorically, from a i:iere 2, 766
postings in 1975 to 7,401 in
1980--approximately the same
level of teacher demand as in 1970,
before the teacher glut occurred,
according to CWU's Placement
Center Director Dean Owens.
These figures are more than
enough evidence for the cwu officials to predict an imminent
tea~her shortahge, not just for the
Northwest, but for the entire U.S.
"Even if more students start
preparing to become teachers this

year, it will be five years before we blem, Owens said. "Nine out of ten
can see an increase in the numbers · people still believe the myth that
of teachers graduating-it takes a
we have more teachers in the
long time to make a teacher," market than jobs,'' he noted.
Magazines from the Chronicle of ·
Owens said.
''Our experience here in Higher Education to Newsweek
Washington reflects the natioanl are beginning to talk about teacher
picture-after the bottom fell out of shortages in the future. But there
the teaching market in the early are already- shortages in specific
1970' s, college students stopped teaching fields, like math, science,
education,
inpreparing to become teachers," business
dustrial/vocational education and
Owens said.
. "Teaching is a profession with a special education, Appleg;ite
variety of professional rewards. noted.
''The job market for teachers is
But if a student expresses a desire
to become a teacher and is told by cyclic. ·rd hate for us to have to
parents, school counselors, or even come up with an acute shortage
teachers that the job prospects are before young people-potential
lousy, chances are the kid will teachers-find out that the field is
choose something that the 'ex- wide open again," Applegate said.
perts' feel has a better job
·"There's no mystery about the
market," Owens said.
coming shortage. Nationally, the
''But we'have sc:t:iool districts go- universities are graduating from
ing on the road (recruiting) that 40 to 60 percent fewer teacher canwe haven't heard from in five or didates than 10 years ago," he
pointed out. "It's simple
six years," Owens said.
Yet, so fa:..·,_it's (in invisible pro- arithmetic. 'i

History. can· he 'earth-shaking' True blood brothers
job, like-say, accounting; but it is years, serving last year as
Two Central students were m- to the palm, with one of the injure
. what I'm most interested in and I · historian for the group.
jured when they attempted to students requiring medical atten
enjoy it," he said.
. .become "blood brothers" lab~ tion from a Yakima hospital.
, Last · winter Phi Alpha Theta Saturday night at a CWU residence
The lanky, soft-spoken senior sponsored a well-attended discus- hall.
The incident was witnessed' by
elaborated that he would like to sion panel on the U.S.-lranian
Reportedly under the influence several other hall residents, one of
work for the government after dilemna, featuring several CWU of hallucinogenic drugs althe time whom mistook the happenings. "It
graduating from Central this spr- history professors. The honorary of the incident, the two were at- looked like he was cutting his
ing. But if no job opportunities just this week sponsored a tempting to intermingle their blood wrists,'' said a witness who wished
geared to fill his desire for job workshop on how to write term for reasons that remain unclear. · to remain unidentifie<i. ''I thought
satisfaction turn up over the sum- papers.
Both students suffered deep cuts . he was trying to kill h..msej!::____
mer, Zimmerman plans to continue his education. After obtaining a master's degree, he hopes to
teach. history at the college level.
Zimmerman is currently presiWhen fire broke out at the MGM on campus. For security reasons, block the doors or be subject to
dent of Tau Iota, Central's st.11dent
Grand
Hotel in Las Vegas, some the doors leading to fire stairwells theft if left near the unlocked
chapter of the international history
doors.
honorary Phi Alpha Theta. Present people who tried to escape through were locked from the stair side.
William Wilson, the OccupaThe concern over security will
and past CWU pr~idents, Donald .fire exit stairwells were trapped
Garrity and James Brooks, are because of fire in the stairwells tional Safety Officer for · the mean the ground floor fire exit
and the fire doors, which locked University has asked all depart- doors will be locked from the outalso members. ·
"I know that a history degree
ments to clear the- areas around .side, according to Wilson.
Zimmerman has been actively. behind them.
doesn't seem to give me a concrete involved in the honorary for three
This same situation has .existed the fire exits of ite~ that might

Dan Zimmerman, a Central student, viewed the eruption of the
Iranian situation and of Mt. St.
Helens as a type of extended learning tool.
Zimmerman, from Yakima, is a
history ·major completing a
geography minor. He has found his
educational studies at Central
enhanced · by the two earthshaking, history-making events of ·.
the past year and a half.
He feels this is what educationin class as well as out-is all about.
In a family of six children, Zimmerman is the only son of LeRoy
and Glennivere attending college.
Zimmerman said he feels
education is important, doubly so if
it helps him to be happy in ~
career.

Unsafe conditions for security reasons
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Ta1nra White·:

·

CommunitY- health major keeps active
by Glenda·Wallace

After a weekend of intensive
training she w~s rea~.y to handle
the incoming telephone calls. At
first she got a lot of referral calls the "how do I get hold of such and
such" sort, she said, but most were
from people who were lonely and
wanted to talk.

''People are so out of -touch with
their bodies," said Tamra White, a
community health major here.
"It's amazing what people will put
into their bodies without a thought
about what it can do to them."
As White talks about her pet
peeve she is constantly moving.
Dressed in blue sweats she talks
with her hands, a hint of the energy
Mused in her petite frame.
;And etlergy it is.

Crisis Line
educated her

Comes from an
involved family

P.E. classes
help stress

a

Consequently, she tries ~o take
physical education class each
quarter to help her relax from t~e
mental strain of classes. This
winter she is participating in a synchronized swimming class as well
Her ; intense ·willingness to as a jazzercize and tap dance
become involved, to be constantly class.
active, Jed to her work at Central's
campus Crisis Line. She arrived af
the university the fall of 1978, wan- White is a member of Central's
ting to get involved, and student Health Club. Recently,
elected vice-president, she has
volunteered.

1

1 The club, she said, does all sorts
of things, including raising money
for fun activities. They are currently selling "I Love Ellensburg"
T-shirts. -

i Sponsoring the quarterly campus blood drives, the club will also
collect donations for the Mother's
March of Dimes in February.

She worked on the crisis line for
nearly two years. One quarter
found her working the midnight to
8 a.m. shift and sleeping in the
front room near the phone.
"Before volunteering for the
crisis line, all I saw was the lighter
side of college life," she said. " It
''I come from a family where made me realize fast that there
you get involved; you just don't sit was another world on campus and
around and talk about things you in Ellensburg .. .it was an education
to be exposed to the world.
should have done," she said.
White is the daughter of Lee and
J arl White of Yakima. Her mother
;s an ex-school teacher and her
father is the hea~ coach in cross
country, track and girls' basketball ~at Eisenhower High School. He
also~ teaches chemistry classes
there.
Through the · experience, White
Throughout her high school learned that besides the people
career at West Valley High, White who are lonely or ill, depression
pulsed with energy. She brought it was the number one complaint.
to her.drill team for two years and White finds that doing something
to cheerleading during her senior physically active clears her mind
year. and lifts her spirits.

Works for
:C risis Line

been involved for the past two
years.

·White is enthusiastic about her
though she admits. most
people don't recognize exactly
what community health is. She is
learning many facets about health
and her elective classes let her explore courses in psychology,
sociology and communications as
well.
~ajor,

!.

Knowledge of
drugs
important

"Fm learning about blood
pressure right now and how to give
hearing and visual acuity tests in
grade 'school.- I have had classes on
alcohol and drugs and am learning
about over-the-counter ~rugs as
well,'' she m:>ted.
Photo by Craig Troianello

Wants to be a
Ralph Nader

deals strictly with natural
childbirth deliveries. There are
several such clinics in California,
White would like to work at the she added.
Department of Social and Health
She is also interested in conumer
Services next year for her internship and is already devoting her affairs. Perhaps a female Ralph
Nader, she suggested.
energies toward a future career.
"We'd like to see more prevenShe and a fell ow health student tative medicine," she admitted.
have entertained the idea of open- "If people would do more back exing a birthing clinic - a clinic which ercises, perhaps they could

eliminate the need for -back ·
surgery later on, for example.
l

As a health student and an active
college co-ed, White realizes there
is more to being healthy than just
physical wellness. But it is only
common sense, she said, to take
care of your body.
With that and a smile, she rushed
off to her exercise class.

Anthl-o students plan for future
"Getting the nuts and bolts
together," is the way Lauren
Gallant describes the reorganizational process of the Anthropology Student Association.
"We want to do things that excite
people about this university,''
Keith Olive added.
Both Gallant and Olive, active
members of the ASA, feel there is a
definate need for some type of
academic involvement outside of
the classroom - both think the ASA
can provide it.
The success of the first symposium,
"The
Language
Phenomenon", last quarter seems
a sure indication they were right.
The symposium drew more than
300 people from Oregon and
Washington.
By expanding on the informal
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"working together" concept of the
club (there is no formal president,
vice-president format) they hope
to draw interest from the community, students and other departments.
"We're tired of university isolation where psychology is over here
and some other department is over
there," Olive said.
Right now they are considering
two aspects for their next suymp o s i um - either a central
Washington theme dealing with the
resources available in this part of
the state or a more national title
such as ''America: State of the
Union."
Although still in the planning
stages, the format for the central
Washington symposium would involve displays, discussions and lee-

Students attend ·asbestos seminar

•

'·

'·I •

Asbestos problems associated with occupational safety and healtn were
considered at a seminar attended by eight CWU Occupational Safety and
Our newest collection of Ladies' Diamond
Health majors in Seattle last Friday. The students were accompanied by
Dial Quartz Watches are all dressed up for
advisor Ron Hales.
Valentine's Day
The seminar was scheduled by the National Institute for Occupational
Choose from silver or gold tone bracelet or
attractive black satin strap.
Safety and Health Education Resource Center in Seattle. The students
So ... make your gift of love a Bulova, and
are enrolled in Safety Education 494 " Instrwnentation", a course to proremind her of all the good times.
vide experience in monitoring asbestos in the work environment as well
Receive An Elegant Gift Box With Eact1
, as other workplace monitoring.
~~vv...,..,'atch: , · Asbestos specialists from the University of Washington discussed
asbestos sampling, analysis, medical surveillance, removal problems
and procedures. The students may use this information during their required contracted field experience or on the job after graduation from the
4th Avenue and Pine Street
B.S. degree program in Occupational Safety and Health offered by the
lim:imnm;mm!&l11mllllllllllllll!il::.:amm::m::mllml. .mm:il2Zl!iim'Zll~Ell5!i'l'.l:lll:m:a:m1:!!lmm!lllmsmad Centrnl Safety Center.
·

BU TT Q N

JEWELERS

1

tures spread over a three day span
which would involve'. the whole
community.
The national theme would be set
up a little different.i This symposium would involve a panel of
guest speakers, who would conduct
an inter-panel discussion as well as
invite the participation of the audience. Nothing has been fonnaliz- ·
ed yet, -however.
The Anthropology Student
Association is seeking interested
members· in all fac~ts of _ the
·university spectrum: Their next
meeting will be today in the Instruct~onal building, room 317 at 4
p.m. For more informaiion . call
Keith Olive or Lauren Gallant at .
963-3201.
, -

SAT test stolen
'9J' CaltlpllS Digest_News Servire

_

It will cost $100,000 to develop a
new version of an SAT test that was
stolen in Los Angeles from a test administrator's car.
According to the Educational
Testing Service, one of their 25 versions of the SAT test will have to be
replaced because a copy of it ·was
stolen in December after a test was
given in Los Angeles.
An entire box of 120 completed
tests was stolen, and later recovered,
but one test was missing.
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Campus
· · Gourmet
by Bonnie Cornelison

Super Soups & Sandwiches
Dispel winter's chill with a hot
sandwich and a bowl of super soup.
We have selected soups that do not
require a lot of simmering time,
nor a lot of ingredients, without
taking away good flavor. Whether
you are coming in from class or
just going to class, our soups will
warm you up and our sandwiches
will fill you out.

SANDWICH SOUFFLE
3 egg yolks
dash salt
dash pepper
dash cayenne
114 teaspoon dry mustard
1 cup cheddar cheese, grated ·
6 slices bread
3 egg whites, beaten stiff

Beat first five ingredients until
lemon in color and frothy. Stir in
cheese and set aside. In another
2 packages (3 ounces) Pastrami bowl beat 3 egg whites until stiff. A
pinch of salt may be added to help
slices
1 package (8 ounces) cheddar in stiffness. Fold egg whites into
cheese mixture. In a preheated
cheese slices
oven lightly· toast the slices of
1 package patty shells, frozen
bread. On the untoasted sides lightAllow patty shells to thaw for 20 ly spread each with margaFine.
minutes. Flatten each shell into a Divide souffle mixture among the
5-6 inch circle. In each shell place 2 slices of bread. Arrange sandwiches on a cookie sheet and bake
slices of pastrami and 1 slice of ·at 350° until they are puffed. Apcheese. Fold shell over to form a proximately 10 minutes.
turnover. Seal edges. Bake as
directed, and serve piping hot from
the oven.
CURRY SOUP

PASTRAMI PASTRIES

HOLLOWED TACOS
6 french rolls
1 pkg. Jimmy Dean Taco filling
1 can chili beans
Brown taco filling, drain and add
chili beans and allow to simmer for
15 minutes. Prepare sandwich rolls
while filling is cooking. Split each
roll in half. Pull the soft center
from the top and bottom of each
roll, leaving about 114 inch of bread
around the edges. Mound filling into each hollowed bottom. Replace
top and serve immediately,

SHISH KEBOB SANDWICH
1 small chuck steak
garlic salt
bacon
french rolls
l/z cup mushrooms, chopped and
sauteed
Season steak with garlic salt. Cut
steak into cubes. Skewer steak
weaving bacon strips between
cubes. Broil to desired doneness
and serve on a warm split french
roll. Top with sauteed mushrooms.

EASY VICHYSSOISE
1 can cream of potato
1 can cream of chicken
1 can cream
l/z cup water
1 cup half/half
Blend all ingredients except
half/half. Fold in half/half, cover
and chill. Serve with snipped
chives on top. Serve cold.

1 can golden cream of mushroom
soup
1 teaspoon curry powder
2 cups hot water
1 bouillon chicken cube
114 cup cream
slivered ahnonds
Add curry to mushroom soup.
Dissolve bouillon in hot water.
Combine all ingredients except
almonds and heat. Garnish each
bowl with slivered ahnonds.

CORNED BEEF ON RYE
1 loaf Rusian Rye bread
2 (3 ounces) corned beef
1 pkg. (8 ounces) mozarella cheese
slices
114 cup milk
2 eggs, beaten
114 cup margarine
On six slices of bread, place corned beef and cheese. Top each with
another slice of bread making six
sandwiches. Dip each sandwich into egg mixture, one - at a time
coating each side well. In frying
pan over a mediwn high heat, grill
sandwiches 6 minutes on each side.
Cheese should start to melt.

TUNA CHOWDER

FRENCH ONION

VEGETABLE-BEEF

6 tablespoons margarine
4 cups onions, thinly sliced
5 tablespoons instant beef bouillon
6 cups water
3 teaspoons sugar
4 peices sourdough bread
4 slices swiss cheese

1 Vegetable Soup Starter
1 cup cooked leftover roast, steak
or ground beef
1/4 cup barley
2 tablespoons leftover corn
2 tablespoons leftover peas
Dash A-1 sauce

Saute onions in margarine until
golden. Add bouillon, water and
sugar, and simmer for 20 minutes.
Divide into 4 individual custard, or
baking bowls. Top each with a slice
of bread, allowing it to soak up the
liquid, and top with a slice of
cheese. Broil until the cheese ls
melted and slightly browned.

HEART TO HEART
(tips for valentines)
1. "Fleur De Lis". Learn a new
napkin fold.
2. "Red and White". Search the
Christmas discount carts at our
local stores. Red and -' white
candles, flowers, and bows will add
atmosphere to your table for th~t
special dinner. These will also suffice as an excellent gift for that
special someone. Create a centerpiece or-accent a room from these
Christmas bargains.
Coming next week: Pancakes,
wa'\les, and homemade syrup.

Prepare soup _starter as
directed. Cut roast or steak into
chunks. If using ground beef, simply seperate to form little bite size
peices. Add all ingredients and
simmer 20-30 minutes.

CREAM OF TOMATO
In a large pot combine milk and

FLUER De Lis
· -·~
.

CLAM OR CORN CHOWDER soup. Add water and bring to a gen-tle boil. Serve immediately· and
garnish with chopped fresh dill.

2 cans white sauce
1 can water
1 can evaporated milk
1 cup milk
1 cup clams
1 tablespoon minced parseley
dash salt
dash pepper

1 (26 ounces) can tomato soup
1 can evaporated milk
11h cups water
fresh dill

Combine all ingredients, ~t
thoroughly and serve in bowls ~
have been slightly warmed. lfUl
bowls with hot water, discard
water and bowl will be warmed for
soup.
TIP: For Corn Chowder simply
substitute 1 can cream style corn
for 1 can clams. Follow all other
directions.

~~

~

~

~

~

1. Fold napkin in half diagonally _
. forming a triangle.
· 2. Fold both top end points down to
· meet bottom point.
3. Fold lower halves of these same
, points up to meet top point and fold
point back in half, fold and turn
over.
4. Curve bottom end points around
to the back tucking the end of one
into the folds of the other. Stand up,
pull side points down and put .in a
flower or a valentine.

0 · ~~- ~

1 can tuna
2 mediwn boiled potatoes, diced
1 tablespoon dehydrated onions
1 can cream
1 can water
1 egg, beaten
Combine beaten egg and cream
mixing until well blended. Add
water and onion. Stirring constantly, heat until soup is very hot but
not boiling. Add tuna and potatoes
and simmer for 10 minutes. Serve
immediately.
"

Presents

Rock -n- Roll from

SCARGILL
Tues. thru Sat.
o

BOOKS

o PRINTS
~COFFEE
~TEA

202 E. FOURTH
962-2375
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Editorial
Hostages:
Carter's undoing

Bdf,YOU

$KOUL1> AA'lE

~EEN ME PUWNG

By Matt McGillen
THE RETURN OF THE 52 AMERICANS held hostage in Tehran ends a ;
444 day nightmare for not only the hostages and their families, but for all :
Americans everywhere as well.
:
Reports of the reunion between the freed captives and members of the
welcoming committee sent to greet them, emphasis the event became so
emotional photographers were asked to stop taking pictures.
But I wonder if the tears shed by Jimmy Carter, whom president
Ronald Reagan sent to head the group, were all for the hostages. Perhaps
some - even if only just a few - were for himself.
For it was Carter's handling of the entire hostage situation that pro- '.
bably played the biggest role in his failure to be re-elected.
ALTHOUGH MOST PEOPLE FEEL the whole thing is over and done
with now, I'm afaid such will not be the case. Now that the 52 former .
hostages are home and safe, a lot of thoughts and opinions - tightly guard- .
ed in the interest of national unity and the safety of the captives - will be ·
set free, just as the hostages have finally been set free.
And many of those thoughts and opinons will not cast a favorable light
on the former president.
True, the ex-chief executive will have his defenders. But just as a dead
man remains lifeless after the autopsy has been performed, so will Jimmy Carter remain the wipping boy long after his backers have pleaded
his case.
And with good reason.
by Sheila Countryman
IT WAS CARTER'S LACK OF quick and decisive action that let a tiny
Editor
group of left-field student rebels bring this country to its knees for almost
15 months . .Had Carter simply told the "kids" no deal and struck with
force immediately, the whole incident could have been over in a matter of
Last week the Crier published an
hours.
article concerning the employee
Yes, some lives may have been lost - perhaps all 52 of the hostages firings at Pizza Mia.
would have been killed - but this country was founded on the idea that it's
This editorial is being written to
sometimes necessary for the immediate sacrifice of a few lives for the clarify the Crier's reasons for carlong-range good of many, many lives. That, friends, is what war, peace .rying the story.
and global balance of power are all about.
By one swift and unhesi.t ating move, the crisis could have been resolved
quickly and completely, and the message to other like-minded groups
would.have been clear: no single part is more valuable than the whole.
vp{wtµnately"7 ~y choosing .to let the sophomoric acts of a handful of by Cindy Phipps
Iranian "sweathogs" control a nation of 220 million people, a dangerous
Girls are made of sugar and
precedent has been set. I don't think it will be too long before a little
larger and little more organized group perpetrates a similar act. Only the spice and everything nice. Girls
next collection of social misfits may steal a bigger and better carrot to are delicate, giggly peices of fluff
hold in front of our noses.
that are better seen not heard.
You may argue that the former hostages were freed without bloodshed - Right? So what happened to me?
that a big victory for peacful negotiations has been won - thereby putting .
Don't get me wrong, I'm not saying I'm some super-jockette, but
a major dent in my theory.
TRY AND TELL THAT to the friends and families of the eight ser- I'll be the first to admit that I'm as
vicemen who perished in Carter's daring but ill-planned desert inferno.
graceful as a cow on a tightrope.
To be sure, Carter was relying on advice, much of it obviously p·oor, When all the other little girls were
from many people. But in the end it is the president's decision and his busy with ballet classes I was busy
watching my life flash before my
decisfon alone that will move this country forward - or set it back.
Will not a mother do anything to protect the life of her child, or a father eyes as the rope to the monkey swthe wellbeing of his fc-mily? Moreso should not the president of the coun- ing broke. I have also sacrificed
try do all that is within his power to safeguard his nation from present and my beak and two front teeth to the
future attacks by hostile forces, be they power-tripping college students side of a swimining pool and have
or world-takeover-minded Russians?
even broken my right wrist four
SAD.LY, I TH~, the memories of Jimmy Carter's time in office will
times. Once I even had both wrists
be memories of a man ill-equipped to handle the job of running the
in casts at the same time. This was
due to a very quick decision I had
world's largest free enterprise corporation. A corporation who's primary
to make when a volleyball, going
product is to defend life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness - for you and
·
faster than a speeding train, was
for me.
I hope Ronald Reagt111 will do a better job. But that's another story.
homing in on my face and I had to
.=:=:!::========~==~r=============::;:, decide which I could live without
the most. No comments please.
Campus Crier
Sheila Countryman Needless to say, I have disconEditor:
Walt Cornelison tinued all activity involving
Business Manager:
Peggy Bingham: volleyballs.
Advertising Manager
John P. Foster
Faculty Advisor:
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Crier maintains firm stand
The editorial staff discussed the
story and felt it was worth looking
into because of the students and
because the business involved
. advertises in the Crier.
The Crier doesn't condone stealing as some critics are saying but
it was our intention to reveal both
sides of the story including the
former employees opinions that

their privacy was invaded.
Some are also saying the story
was biased but the Crier maintains
its position that the story was
balanced and well written.
There was going to be a follow-up
done on the story but after reviewing the situation and receiving
"letters to the editor" we feel there
is nothing more to say at this time.

What happened to me?

.

1

Jill Jones
Laurie Kay
Doug Keith
Charles K. Lwanga
Kevin Marketon
Matt McGillen
Mike McMullen
Susan Palmer
Stan Peery

Heidi Persson
Cindy Phipps
Pat Reed
Jan Richards
Wade Riley
Steve Sparks
Gretchen Stohr
Cara Underwood
Krista Kortwn

Employee's right to privacy questioned

Dear Editor,
RE: Charles Lwanga's article
." Employee Theft••• "
Mr. Lwanga, your article
smacks of subjective reporting.
It's bad enough that these 11
former employees (Pizza Mia)
were caught ripping off Decou.
Must you insult us by waving their
The Campus Crier is laboratory newspaper in conjunction with the pitiful plea for "privacy" in our
mass media department. During the academic year the Campus Crier is faces?
published weekly with biweekly publication during swnmer quarter.
Since when does anyone's right
Letters to the editor are welcome but may be condensed to fill available to privacy prevail when they are
space. All letters must be typed, double-spaced and signed with the publicly stealing in a very public
senders name, address and phone nwnber submitted to the Crier no later establislunent?
than ~.1ondav for nublication in the next issue.
Allow me to quote you: " ... The

a

(

Assassin and everyone draws a
name and then sets out to 'kill'
their person with little toy rubber
tipped dart guns. My moment of
truth came about 1:00 one night
when someone yelled "you're
dead" and in an effort to stay alive
I dived to the side. Right over a
cliff. My right leg still has a knot
like an egg. I think it was broke,
but being too embarrassed to admit my folly I grinned and beared
it. Sometimes I think I have an I.Q.
of 2 above rock.
I also have this nasty mean
streak that surfaces at the most
convenient of times. Like when I
caught my boyfriend (definitely an
Ex) out with another woman and
belted. him across the face with a
wooden clog. I believe he will
remember me for quite some time
as he did sport a very mangled
nose as well as a nasty disposition
over the whole matter.
So watch out all you people out
there of the puppy-dog-tail persuasion because certainly there is
meaning to that little ditty 'hell
hath no fury ..... '

Letter to the editor
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In high school I was your typical
Gidget-type cheerleader who
forgot to go to games and knocked
herself out. Say now that's a great
war story so I think I'll tell it.
It was in front of the largest
home crowd basketball game we
ever had and in the excitement
after the players were introduced,
I and another girl decided to do
cartwheel. This in itself is nothing
unusual, but we happened to pick
the same spot to do it in and knocking heads convincingly, we both
saw Woody Woodpecker do a little
dance before the game was over
for the both of us. Before it had
even begun.
Actually, besides being· clwnsy
and forgetful I also go in for adventure. I have fought forest fires for
two summers and have, on a few
occasions, come very close to giving up the ghost. I don't bear any
scars from fire situations,
although I did look like a Mexican
Hairless for a while after one, but
it is from a game the crew played
to pass the time on the fires that I
do bear scars. The game is called

majority ... seem so scared... none
of them is inclined to have his or
her name published."
How idiotic can you be? Most
people don't want their name made
public when they are busted for
stealing from anyone! Usually it's
because
they're
hwniliated-"scared . . . " Mr.
Lwanga?
Throughout your article you try
to disguise your obvious bias with
cute little phrases like "Watergate-like episode," and "Decou
maintains . . . it was legal," or
''DeCou claims.''

As a mass media senior I would
suggest you review your reporting
techniques, or take a few more
classes from Prof. Jim Go9Cfrich.
Those 11 people ought to thank
their stars that Decou didn;t kick
their butts straight into the nearest
jail cell. What Audacious immaturity to be bawling about their
"right to privacy." They could be
sitting in the cooler...
"Seek damages?" I doubt it.

Marilyn Myers Demitruk
Rt. 1 Box 1245
Yakima, WA
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Letters to the editor
Nation should h:onestly

R efiect upon Iran experience
Dear Editor,
With the return of the hostages
from Iran and an end to our fears
for their safety, it would seem that
we as a nation would be willing to
honestly reflect upon the
signifigance of this experience.
Anger, frustration, revenge;
these emotions have tempered our
relations with Iran for the past 450
days, yet we are no nearer than
ever to an understaning of the
reasons for their attack, or of the
source of the hatred they feel for
us. We, nQw as in the past, have
failed to come _to grips with the role
our government plays in the rest of
the world.
In August . of 1953, Kermit
Roosevelt of the CIA organized the
coup which overthrew Iran's nationalist prime minister Mohammed Mossedegh. The Shah Reza
Pahlavi was restored to power.
From that day until he was forced
to flee his country in Feb. 1979, his
principal support-politically, ec..
{lonmically, and militarily-was
from the United States.

In a recent editorial comment
The shah in return supported
American political and economic · (P.I., Jan. 25), Wm. Randolph
interests in his country and pur- Hearst commended Jimmy Carter
sued Western-style capitalistic for his patience and strength
development. Those who benefited throughout his 14-month ordeal,
from this relationship were the and for his desire to honor our
shah's family and the multi- · agreement with Iran. He connational corporations which in- tinues, however-and presumes.to-speak for all of America-"if the
vested in Iran.
The shah's fortunes amassed in new administration, with its strong
the hundered of billions of dollars, mandate for leadership, were to
while the majority of the Iranians manage to short-change the
remained poor and their ayatollah and his gangsters, I, for
traditioanl cultural and religious one, and I believe the rest of the
values were crushed to make way civilized world, would understand·
for "progress". Twenty five years and smile approvingly."
of corruption and political abuse is . Senator Barry Goldwater, comat the root of the crisis we face with menting on the confirmation of
Alexander Haig as Secretary of
Iran today.
To have held 52 Americans State, as undoubtedly thinking of
hostage for over one year under Iran when he said that, under
stressful, sometimes inhumane Haig, "this world, whether they
circumstances is undeniable cruel , like it or not, is going to start
and unjust. However, these people treating American as the power it
were the tragic victims of a much should be." Strong words.
What if, instead of worrying
larger issue, and now that they are
safely at home we should no longer about how to get Iran back under
ingnore the truth of the past. Un- our conrol, making them pay for
fortunately, we are doing just that. all of the humiliation they've caus-

ed us, what if we were to ask the
Iranians to forgive us? To forgie us
·for installing and supporting the
shah, for profiting while so many
remained poor, for helptng to
crush thier traditions, and for supporting the military police who tortured and killed so any of their people. To support oppressive regimes
insures that we will recieve the
hatred of the oppressed.
If we could face the truth of what
has been revealed in Iran, it could
be a turning point for our foreign
relations, and a turning point for
all of humankind. Let us face the
truth of Iran, of Nicaragua, of
South Africa, of Chili, and of El
Salvador.

The United States is a nation of
tremendous wealth and influence.
However, the arrogant Imperialism which is fighting its way
,to the front of our national spirit is
cerainly not a message of hope for
a world so desperately in need of
peace.
Our new president pledges to
preserve our freedom at all <;osts.
But a freedom which actively sup'ports the oppression of other
·peoples is no freedom at all. In the
;words of the Fellowship of Recon:ciliation, "There is no way to
peace ... peace IS the way."
Beth Schermer and Mark Papke
505 N. Sprague
925-4765

Crier accused of defending crooks
Dear Editor:

. It's getting to be a sorry state of
affairs when the Campus Crier
starts to defend crooks. I am
speaking in reference to your article of Jan. 22, "Employee thefts
lead to firings.''
· I believe Mr. DeCou was well
within his iegal rights to do what he
did and.in fact, handled it far better than most employers would
have.
The employees claim their
. "privacy" was invaded. Since
.when are you entitled to privacy to

steal someone blind? As far as
seeking damages, they're lucky
Mr. Decou didn't damage them as
I would have.
It's sad when people of this present generation are indignant and
ready to take someone to court
when they are caught red-handed
stealing everything a man owns
· and has worked to acheive all of his
life.
· Your reference to thi~ episode as
being Waterg~te-like in nature is
one of the few things you hit right
on the nose. The men involved in
the Watergate scandal and the persons involved in the "Mia Scam"

were both crooks and both should
have gone to jail.
As far as individual rights are
concerned, Mr. Decou has the individual right to operate a
legitimate business with honest
employees he can depend on. He
shouldn't have to be worried about
them stealing from him when his
back is turned. They get paid for
their work at the Mia, not for their
extracurricular hobbies.
Sincerely yours,
Franci Richardson
2000 N. Alder Terrace Manor 50 '
925-2912

Mia article said to imply guilt
To the Editor:
Your article on the Pizza Mia
contained one statement which implied that all but one of my twentyfive empolyees were guilty of theft.
This is· catagorically false. The
employees that remained with
Pizza Mia were deemed honest to
me by their behavior and their
voluntary statements.
Since the article dealt with the
r;ights of privacy for employees;
let me address that issue. H
anyones' rights were violated, it
was the rights of the employees
that were honest. They were subjected to the same investigation

and requested to write the same
statements even though they were
innocent. As each statement was
accepted, and many employees
has nothing to list, I apologized for
having to put honest employees
through this investigation, but I
needed to know not only the guilty
parties, who had taken over
$1,500.00 in cash and merchandise,
but also those who were innocent.
Because the thefts had be going
on for six weeks and I only had proof of four days, it was necessary to
have the employees admit to all
that they had stolen. Rather than
involve the police and affect the
future of the people that had stolen

from me, I opted to handle the matter internally and gain restitution
so that I would not have to increase
prices to my customers.
· The need for me to observe if my
employees were stealing is my
right. After all, they were working
for me and some were using my
facilities for their thievery.
Each employee had the option of
leaving or filling out a statement
and making restitution to avoid
criminal prosecution which would
give them a record that would
follow them the rest of their lives.
Steve DeCou '
Owner
Pizza Mia ·

Story ''inappropriate, poorly written''
Editors note: Doug Harrington is a
present employee of the Pizza Mia.
I

Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to you r
· article entitled "Employee theft
leads to firings" which appeared in
the Jan 22 issue of Campus Crier.
I think thp· article was inapporpriate for the heiidline story, not to
mention poorly written.
I must disagree with certain
statements in this article that I feel
have been misconstrued.
· In one paragraph ii is stated that
all but one employee had, in effect,
admitted tp theft charges. This is
: not true.
All employees were asked to
make statements. Eleven of these
1

And though they many have
statements were deemed to be sufficient cause for ·dismissal. The stated that they could no leave,
Steve's (DeCou's) quote points out
other employees were retained.
To say ' that ''all but one that one of their choices was to
employee listed several items'' is a walk out the door.
Since I operate a small business
total · falsehood and the Crier
should be emt>arrassed that they . myself, I know that when someone
have defamed the honest steals something it doesn't come
out of the treasury of a huge coremployees of the Pizza Mia.
. In the same paragraph you quote poration, it comes out of your own
eleven employees as saying "The pocket, and that hurts.
I'm sorry this whole thing hapdoor had been closed tight and we
were not allowed to· go out and we pened, and I am also looking forhad been hull}iliated .by the . ward to better things.
·videocassette recordings.. "
. Sincerely,
Doug Harrington
I would like to know where you
Rt. 1Box792
tracked down all l1 former
employees, as many of them are no
: Ellensburg, WA
, 925-3065
longer in Ellensburg.

'1BRAKEIOR
ARTESIANS"
"I like drivin' for Olympia.
Real good company Real
good beer But there's one
thing I learned a long time
ago It'.s the Artesian brewing
water that makes Oly taste
so good. So when I'm drivin'
anywhere near the brewery,
I watch out for Artesians.
They'll run right out in front
of you. Don't lqok or no~'.·'

1

''lt'S ..w water''
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"Band of the future" on cantpus
Alleybrat, a Seattle-based rock
group will perform in concert at
Central this Saturday.
The group is a four man musical
act which combines original rock
music, futuristic costwning, stage
design and special effects. The
band is a team effort of professional musicians who carefully
plan and perfect their music, as
.well as their stage show.
Chriss X, vocalist from
Yorkshire, England, has performed for 12 of his 21 years. As the
'founder· of ·Alley brat, Chriss plays
all stringed instrwnents and c<r
writes all the groups' musical
material.
Phil X,1 Chriss' identical twin
brotlier, has been involved with
music· since he was four, when he
sang and played Beatle songs on
guitar.
Both Phil and Chriss were
members of the now defunct
b~nd Sweeney Todd (gold albwn;
winners of Billboard, RPM and
Juno awards), in which Chriss
replaced Nick Gilder.
Brian X, the bass guitar player
from Yokohama, Japan, gained
musical training through private
and school instruction. In 1976 he

was part of an award wmmng
youth jazz band. For the past 10
years, Brian has played in various
Northwest musical groups, which
included work as a studio musician.
Steve Xis Alleybrat's drwnmer
and vocal harmony. He's from San
Diego, California and began playing in 1970. He gained his talents
through school training and performing. ·His studies eventually took
him to Hawaii, where he learned
yoice and guitar.
Phil X, describes Alleybrat's
music as "Rock and roll with a
touch of the future." He sees ·
Alleybrat as a group of professional rock ·musicians who reject
punk and new wave, opting for an
original sound.
This month Alleybrat released a
second single, "We are the ·
Future/Singing in the Rain" on
Bratman Records. Currently they
are negotiating a major LP recording contract. These songs and
their other new material will be the
focus of Saturday's 8 p.m. concert ',
in the SUB Ballroom.
At the show, concert-goers will
view the $75,000 "space age" stage
that was specially designed for
Alleybrat's 1981 concert schedule.

. For the Best Rock & Roll in Town
with

SMALL WONDER

Enjoy Tequila Tuesday
Thursday
is Lady's Night

$4.25
Spaghetti Feed
with Salad Bar
Garlic Bread

Free Glass of Vino

Thursday On.ly

ir:i the dining room
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Reviews

By Kevin Marketon

the increasingly obvious signs

complex. I bought the album on a : sharing the lead; and 2) a violin changed their music accordinglY:.
gamble. I had heard "Snowbird taking the place of a lead or
Kansas shows talent, and .it is my
on him, and dressing up to do it, Fantasy" .on an FM radio station, rhythm guitar.
hope that they realize what is hapmaking herself more attractiv~ to and ,I wanted the song badly
I liked their first album, but pening to them, and like the better
other men.
enough to buy the album. I was not after four albums of . the same groups of the past, offer a change
He also dedicates a song to one of disappointed.
music isn't it time for a change? to · their audience before it is too
; his personal heroes, Martin Luther
The talent of the musicians that You can buy one Kansas album late.
: King. Wonder is very much in back James is excellent. Grover and rest assured that you have a
. favor of making King's birthday a Washington, trumpeters Jon Fad- true representation of the group .
national holiday. King is perhaps dis and Randy Brecll~r, and per- There is no diversification in style.
the subject of this album as the cussionist Ralph McDonald all All their slower songs are led by a
album's jacket sleeve has a picture make appearances on the album. violin, electric guitar, and a heavy
of King on it.
It is little wonder why there's not a . percussion backbeat, whereas
-,,,_,IA~
This is an album that crosses the bad track on the albwn. All of his their faster stuff is one ·meanCentral senior Jeffrey Sizer ·is
~ ~:.J~
barriers between soul and rock. It musicians have the rare ability to ingless guitar riff after anoth:er, the winner of a national jaz?. com'---------------------~ can be appreciated by hardcore . get it all together at the same time, with an occasional keyboard lick position competition, with a jazz
rock fans and lovers of soul alike. I · as they must have all been "up" thrown in for good measure.
samba entitled "Samba These
strongly recommend this to for the album. There is nothing but
It is no wonder Kansas has.done 1 Days," according to an announcea"nyone that is interested in an bright performances on the album. nothing but decline in popularity : ment by the National Association
"Snowbird Fantasy" is definite- since their "Point of Know of Jazz Educators.
album that will leave them feeling
e-l~orts
cheerful and optimistic. It~s worth ly not the only good piece on this Return" album, released in 1978.
His prize-winning composition
JJ •
listening to more than once.
albwn. "Brighton By the Sea", has
It is my prediction that ten years was premiered a year ago on camcaptured Washington and James from now, people will say "Kan- pus at the winter quarter Jazz
together at their finest. In this sas? Never heard of them." The Nite, and was chosen by jazz proStevie Wonder, "Hotter Than
piece, Washington nails notes on only way out of the rut for the · gram director John Moawad again
July", Tamla Recorl;ls ~
i.------------'""'!fl~;f>:-:-:J;lJ;l~.~ the sax like he hasn't done in
group is to do what all good groups in May 1980 to be performed at the
"l.-~ years. The clear, clean profeshave done - that is, change their university's annual invitational
This has got to be one of Stevie
sional sound coming out of these style, and try something different. jazz ,festival for Washington high
Wonder's best.
two people is wnatched by present
Look at the diversification that school and junior college students.
Every time · I listen to this
pop or jazz musicians.
the
Beatles, The Rolling Stones,
Sizer, majoring in music educa.:.
record, I am amazed how someone
Someone like James can't go un- Chicago, The Who, Steely Dan, tion, is a trombonist, who has
that is blind can describe things
noticed for long. His time is going Supertramp and more recently, studied at Central with Moawad
the way that he does. Wonder is
to come very soon.
Billy Joel have shown. When com- , , and with Prot Robert Panerio.
blessed with the ,ability to make
pared
to what Kansas has done, the
Sizer, from Edmonds, is currentgood music that sells. His new
difference is clear - Kansas had as ly student-teaching in Redmond,
album ·is closing in on the million
good a start as these groups, but WA.
sale mark very rapidly' and it '
through the years, when their fans
should pass that barrier within a
The National Association of Jazz
asked for more, the group wasn't
Educators names one student and
month or two.
able to deliver. This has happened one educator winner in jazz comWonder already has a top ten hit
to many groups in the past, namely position each year. . Sizer will
·with "Master Blaster", which
F9ur Seasons and the Beach receive the $125 award for his comthe
theoretically is about peace in the
Boys in the late 1960's. The Beach position, which was performed by
world. "Master ·Blaster" has
Boys managed to come back, the U.S. Army's Jazz Ambecome the new nickname · of
however, as they realized that bassadors last week-end at the NAStevie Wonder. Two of the better
what was popular in 1963 was no JE annual convention in-st. Louis,
songs on the first side are "Cash in
longer , that popular in 198L They Missouri.
Your Face," and "Lately."
"Cash in Your Face" is a good,
finger-snapping funk piece. It's _ Bob James, "H", Tappan
about a person th~t's having pro- Records
blems - he can't find a place to live,
Specializing. in the
no one will take his ~redit - because
Bob James has the bad luck of
Big John Burger
the person is black. The basis of riot gettin:g the recognition he
the song is that :one race will deserves. It seems that everyone
"A Meo I in Itself"
always find a way to discriminate has heard one of his songs but
against the other, regardless of the when asked to remember the ar- Kansas, "Audio-Visions", KirVariety of shake .flavors!
rules.
tist's name, they always draw a shner Records
"Lately'' is _perhaps the most blank. He has made some
meaningful _work on Wonder's new memorable works, although the
Kansas and the Electric Light
•
Orchestra are the kings offactory. release. He shows off his true titles of the songs are obscure.
~alents on this song, as his range is
For example, he did the theme produced rock - that is, everything
· HOURS:
stretched to the limits and his from the TV series "Taxi". I'm they make sounds the same.
piano solo throughout the song is sure many have heard his song
In their new album, "AudioSun.• Tlaars. U a.m. _ ~ p.m.
Fri.-sat. U a.m. _ p.m.
immaculate. It is a touching piece, "Snowbird Fantasy", but few can Visions", Kansas kept their share
1
with the plot of the lyrics focusing remember who performed it.
of the title. All the songs fall into
around a man who is losing his
He, like many of his fellow Jazz the same basic categories: 1) an
908 EAST 10th_ ELLENSBURG

+-------!------.-from his lover; she is running out

·Senior wins
jaZz contest

,.

'.

One of Wonder's· _
best

Jazz artist ,
deserves more
' recognition

·BiK John's

Kansas stuck
·in musical rut

925 5900
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3rd & Sampson
hair designers

962-2550

Let Cupids Helpers Do It For ':You
Send your sweetie, roomie, husband,
wife, boss, secretary, friend, or
scumbag a singing telegram and __a rose
for valentines day. Pick from a
number of -songs located in the SUB:
the ASP A clubs booth and let us do
all the rest. On sale Jan 21 .through
Feb 9 from 8:30 am- 2 pm.
Song & Rose
Students 82
•3 Non Student
•1.so Song •2

at

!! SPECIAL! !
!GALLONS TO GO!
Heidelberg
Schlitz & Bull

'8

2.00

8

2.25

THURS. - FRI ·. & SAT ONL'Y

That's Cheaper Than
Buying Beer By The Keg!!!!
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Books

Professor publishes second text
·Adjunct professor Bob Materson
of the Aeronautical Science
Department, has had his second
navigation related text published
by Sparrow Research Inc.,
Seaford, DE. The first, "Command
Air Navigation", integrates the
problem solving tasks of the professional management of aircraft.
The current text, "Air Navigation Simulation" is a systematic

approach to the acquisition of
flight positioning data and its combination into data which makes
decisions possible. ·
~'They fill the need for the professional's systematic approach to
the technical management of aircraft" Materson related. "They
. also provide a condensed presentation of the knowledge and skills
which most of the crews and flight

following personal of high performance aircraft now employed
utilize; but which are no longer
available to students because the
tasks of high performance aircraft
have been automated."
"The books are based on my
training and my approximately 4
million mile of navigating
throughout the U.S., South
America, South East Asia, Europe,

Students take to humor
The student of the early '80s is
often portrayed as a serious sort,
with a practical major like
engineering or computer science,
an eye on a secure financial future
and an interest only in those extracurricular activities that involve massive quantities of beer.
But there are a now clear signs
that at least a few·students are taking a less serious but more
sophisticated look at campus life
through the familiar ·guise of the
campus humor magazine.
The latest survey of student
publications~ conducted by U. of
Massachusetts-Amherst Prof~ssor
Dario Politella, lists only 21 humor
public~tions nationwide, but those
involved in making college
students laugh say interest is
booming.
"There are a lot of new ones
coming out now and some older
ones being revived," says Howard
Gershen, editor of Columbia U.'s
Jester and co-founder with Joey
Green from Cornell U. of the National Association of College
Humor Magazines. Two years ago,
Gershen and Green tried contacting about 100 .campus humor
publications that were listed in the
1970 book, "A Century of College
H0mor." They sent out 90 letters,
and after doing followup work,
ultimately contacted 34 publications, says Gershen. ·
"College humor magazines hit a
real slump in the mid-'70s, '' Gershen says. "They had grown more
political, focusing on Watergate
and Vietnam. By 1973-74, all of a
sudd~n they were left on a ledge
without a ladder to get down." At
Columbia, for example, the
Jester,s student fee funding was
taken away, and for the 1973-74
school year, "it was only a few little mimeograph sheets that were
passed around," says Gershen.
In 1975, "Saturday Night Live"
brought a new style of humor to the
forefront, says Gershen. With
political activism no longer
dominating the campuses, humor

began its revival. He believes college magazines really gained
strength, however, when the quality of SNL and other national humor
sources, like the National Lampoon, began to decline. "We fill
that void," he says. "If something
strong comes along nationally
now, college hwnor magazines will
go down again."
Much of the current revival is
taking place on the East Coast, and
particularly at Ivy League and
New York schools. The Harvard
Lampoon, the oldest continuous
campus hwnor magazine, remains
strong, as do ·the Princeton Tiger,
and magazines at Cornell, Colgate,
New York U., the U. of Pennsylvania and the U. of Michigan,
says Gershen.
Predictably, the growth in these
magazines has produced a growth
in complaints and administrative
attempts to curtail the often
outrageous collegiate sense of
humor. Publication of the Stanford
U. Chaparral was suspended for
several months after staff

members snuck a phone obituary
for the campus bowling team into
the student newspaper. At St.
John's U., the Common Good was
kicked off campus by the university president for using a
blasphemous sentence in a take-off
of a university publication.
·Solemnity does not prevail at
other campuses, however. The
Chaparral is back, while the Common Good staff regrouped this
year to form a new on-campus
publication, Tlie Spectator. The
magazine does operate under
restrictions, says Spectator Editor
Joanne Griffin. "We can't · print
anything contrary to Catholic doctrine, or anything racist, sexist ·or
against any religion. A lot of topics
are simply off-limits to us," she explains.
Gershen advances the theory
that college magazines set the
trends for national humor. "The
humor of colleges today will
become the national humor tomorrow, as our audiences grow up," he
says.

Africa, the Middle-East and Atlantic and Pacific Ocean Islands.''
The teaching method of the texts
is multimodal, where read and
heard problems concurrently require the use of a plotter, maps,
forms, computer, etc. to work the
problems.
In the future, as the reliability of
aircraft engines and instruments
improve, and relative costs
decrease, there may be more opportunities for independent and
self-iniated aviation.
"I plan on completing one more
navigation related test, called
"Celestial Positioning on Landr
Sea or In the Air." Light weight
low cost sextants are now
available. The text will lead the
student to locate his or her position
by sun, stars, planets, the moon
and visual objects by the fast and
inexpensive methods devised for
the Air Force since World War II,"

Materson explained.
''I find aeronautical science
students to be interested in the lifestyle route that I have taken in my
flying career. The generalizations
that I usually tell, based on my being an active Air Force Officer, a
Reservist, a National Guard flier
while being a student or physicist
for the Boeing Co. is: the type of
mission your aircraft performs
determines your civilian
life-style.''
"The airplane that is built and
used to land at small gravel strips,
does not easily lead to travel to exotic metropolitan places. And,
within the military, changing jobs
is extremely rare, and most commonly done, when it is done, by
leaving the Service and re-entering
through another unit. Lastly, do
not preswne . someone higher in
_ management is looking - out for
your welfare."

I

LOST

67POUNDS
IN JUST 4Y2 MONTHS
AT DIET CENTER!

Year after year, semester after semester, the
CollegeMaster from Fidelity Union Life has been
the most accepted, most popular plan on campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster
Field Associate in your area:
925-4175.

Rick Sasaki

925-4175 .

,~
f-ideliD;
Uniont'.ife

962-9292

!• ·
i

Byron King
925-4176
FIDELITY ·UNION LIFE 1'f:.:!;t~00
~~~::::;:c:;:c:;~~c::.-:~~:c:::~::::c:::ca:~

Kegs· to go $28.00

BUCKBOARD

You can lose 17 to 25
pounds in just 6
weeks! No shots, no
drugs and no contracts. Our totally
natural diet and the
support of a counselor who really cares
make the difference.
In just 10 years, Diet Center has grown to over 1,000
locations all across the United States and Canada.
This phenomenal growth is due to one basic fact, the
Diet _Center Program works!

TAVERN

HA1R -DESICNERS .

VISA"

and

$21.00 pony ;
kegs _
-11 : OOa.m. - 2: OOa.m.
3rd & Sampson .
962-2550

1302 S. Ruby

925-9921

Diet Center
103 East 4th
Suite 200 Davidson Blvd.
Ellensburg, ·Wa. 962-6607
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Ballet to grace Capitol ·stage

MONDAY FEB. 2

The repertoire of the Royal Win\ Rodeo, chor~ographer Agnes de i cours' in Japan and the Interna. 7 p.m. - FLY FISHING WITH JIM TEENY
tional Ballet Competitions in Var- nipeg Ballet embraces a vast arI Mille's great classic of · the
7:30 -WIWCAT BASKETBALL: U of PUGET SOUND vs. CENTRAL : American ballet stage to the music na, Bulgaria, where they received ray of dance styles and moods, in: of Aaron Copland, will be brought 6 gold and bronze medals. They ventive works with a strong base in
· to the stage of the Capitol Theatre will repeat their performance in the classical technique. Among the
many major choreographers
: by Canada's 'internationally' ac- Yakima.
TUESDAY FEB. 3
The Royal Winnipeg Ballet, whose works can be found in the
. claimed Royal Winnipeg Ballet.
. A tale for all ages Rodeo tells the Canada's oldest ballet company, repertoire are: Oscar Araiz, John
5:15- LIVE ... JV BASKETBALL: PLU vs. CWU
;
story of an awkward and tomi. first began to tour in Canada in Butler, Agnes de Mille, Leonid
7:30 - U.S. ART: The Gift of Our~elves
: boyish Cowgirl hopelessly in love 1945 and completed its first Laurovsky, and August Bournon8:00- ART IS ...
· with the Head Wrangler at the American tour in 1954. Today, the ville.
8:30 - ELLENSBURG YOUTH BALLET PRESENTS; Peter and the Wolf · Burnt Ranch. Sponsored by the Royal Winnipeg Ballet spends ap· Capitol Theatre, the Royal Win- . proximately 20 weeks per year . Tickets for the Feb. 12 perfornipeg Ballet is scheduled to per- touring, presenting more than 100 mance are priced at $11.50, $9.25,
WEDNESDAY FEB. 4
at touring performances along with and $7 .25 and can be purchased at
. form in Yakima on Feb. 12
the Capitol Theatre Box Office
four home seasons eacJl year.
8p.m.
The Company is compact in size - from 11-4, Monday through Friday.
Under the leadership of Artistic
7 p.m. - SPORTSCOPE
Director, Arnold Spohr, the com- 25 dancers, a touring orchestra of Phone reservations can be made
7 :30 - WILDCAT BASKETBALL: WHITMAN vs. CENTRAL
pany's program also includes fourteen musicians, a production by phoning 575-6264 during Box Of"Napoli Pas Di Six and crew of 7 and one semi-trailer with fice hours. As with all Capitol
. Tarantella", "Family Scenes", 22 tons of equipment. This compact Theatre sponsored events, Student
THURSDAY FEB. 5
and "Giselle Pas De Deux". This size has made it possible to con- and Senior Citizen Rush, which
past summer, RWB Principal tinue to operate as an efficient enables students and senior
· 7 p.m. - ELLENSBURG WEEKLY NEWS
dancers Evelyn Hart and David touring unit, maintaining a very citizens to purchase 112 price
extensive touring schedule to tickets half an hour prior to curtain
7: 30 - PRIME TIME: Interdependent Relationships
.
Peregrine performed "Giselle Pas
time, will be in effect.
centers both large and small.
8:00 - PUBLIC POLICY FORUM: Should the U.S. Immigration Policy bE · De Deux" at the World Ballet ConChanged?
.

Jazz concert set in SUB

FRIDAY FEB. 6

7:30- LIVE ... Wildcat Wrestling: EWU vs. CWU

An evening of jazz music will
await audiences in the SUB
Ballroom with another "NAJE
Nite" concert Feb. 5.
"NAJE Nite" is the brainchild of
a group of Central music students
who last quarter formed a campus
chapter of the National Association
of Jazz Educators.
According to Chris Bruya, NAJE
president, interest was raised
through fall quarter's premiere
"NAJE Nite."
"A lot of music students saw the
performance and wanted to
become involved this quarter,"
said Bruya, a CWU senior from

SATURDAY FEB. 6

7:30- LIVE ... Wildcat Wrestling: Portland State vs. CWU

FOR MORE PROORAMMING INFORMATION CONTACT KCWU A'J
963-1223.

Singer explains break-up
NEW YORK (AP) - Singer Marie
Osmond says she ended a 1979
engagement with Jeff Crayton
because he wanted her to be a fulltime wife and mother and support
his career instead of hers.
"When I saw that self-self-selfme-me attitude, it was shocking,"
the 21-year-old entertainer said _in
an interview to appear in the
February issue of Ladies' Home
Journal.

"He needed more than I was
Osmond said
willing to give,"
in her first interview on the subject.

Papa John's 01oves to Tuesday

The singer denied rumors that
her brothers had something to do
with the break-up, saying the only
advice her family offered was that
she should work one year after she
married in order · to complete
previous contract commitments.

By Kevin Marketon
Papa John's open-mike entertainment hour is off to a good start,
according to Rob Huff, coordinator
of festivities of the Tuesday night
happening in the SUB Pit.
Papa John's, the long-running
coffee-house campus entertainment program, had a successful
first show, with 50 persons in attendence and eight persons performing onstage. The show has been
with Central since Winter quarter
of 1977 when a former student of
Western Washington University
came to Central and started the
program as a class project.

:FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS
VW .
DATSUN
TOYOTA
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INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
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AFineRestaurant
402 N. Pearl
Downtown Ellensburg

Reservations accepted·925·6545

McCullough's Restaurant Presents ·
"Music in the Parlor"
~
.
1eatunng

Bill Bilyeau guitarist

~
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Phone 925-2090
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Fine Food in Superb Surroundings

• ._..,_..,_.,,._,,

,._,11._.11~11--..ite.

The show starts every Tuesday
night at 8 p.m., and there is an
"open mike" format. Huff would
appreciate advance. notice from
prospective performers. It is emphasized, however, that anyone
can come to perform or watch and
drink cider or coffee. There has
been a minor change since last
quarter however, the day has been
changed from Wednesday to Tuesday nights.
There is an array of talent at the
show from jazz and rock musicians
to comedians and poets. There is
also a warm atmosphere, where
the audience isn't critical and

1

q

d

' ea a-t en
Reslau'r.anl
Specializing in

Chinese Foods
A/Jo ... American Foods

I

there is a general "down to earth"
atmosphere for those who participate and watch the show.
Anyone interested in Papa
John's is encouraged to call Huff at
925-1032.

Shadow BOx
auditions
changed
Auditions for Shadow Box, a
student-directed play at Central,
have been changed to Jan. 28 and
29, at 7 p.m. in Barge Hall's
Threepenny Theatre.
The drama with a cast of four
' men, four women and one teenage
boy, will be performed March 12,
tl~ a~d 14. Those intaterteshted in audiiomng may con c t e DepartmentofDrama,EdisonHall204,at

·

•

~07 N. Main, Ellensburg, Wn.

nights'~,,

963-~~~

John Feigen, director of
the production, said the change of
dates was necessary because play
scripts have been delayed in tran-
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emphasis on improvisation, Bruya·
said.
The proceeds from "NAJE Nite"
will go toward establishing a jazz
scholarship, said Bruya, to be
awarded during CWU's invitational jazz festival spring quart~r.
Last quarter's "NAJE_Nite" ~ro-..
ceeds will be used to bring jazz
clinicians to Central, he noted.
Other ideas for the funds have
been entertained, said Bruya, including buying records for the
music library. Students are also
planning to start a jazz arboretum,
planting a tree in honor of each
guest artist appearing at Central.

Spokane.
Consequently, auditions for interested small combos will be held
Jan. 29, at 6 p.m. in Hertz Hall. The
public is welcome to attend.
The concert will feature these
combos as well as trombone
ensembles, directed by CWU
graduate student Dave Barduhn,
and several vocal soloists.
The concert begins at 8 p.m. and
tickets are $2 general admission
and $1 NAJE members.
The evening's entertainment,
performed and produced by Central music students, will feature
student-arranged music with an

BEST LP & CASSETTE SELECTION IN TOWN

1 coupon per person per visit

107 WEST 3RD • next to 0 . Taco• 925-6895

Expires ;'.F eh.

14

I

•

I

I:
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Sports
Renewed Cats look t9 rematch with Eastern Re-united by a players-only contest, Central chipped away at
meeting they quickly disspelled the huge deficit to pull within eight
the notion they were a one-man with four minutes left in the half,
team. Recording consecutive vic- 26-18.
After four straight free throws
Born to a rebuilding year and tories over Seattle Pacific,
having suffered under Eastern Western and Simon Fraser, Cen- by UPS, the Cats put together a
Washington, the CWU Wildcats tral found themselves back in the 10-2 spree capped by Jerome Colwere crucified, deleted, dead and driver's seat for the district's lins's two foul shots to claw within
buried.
playoff point system with a 9-1 three, 28-31.
But on a three-game win streak against NAIA opponets.
They never got any closer.
And no matter that their renewthey rose from the dead, and
UPS dropped in five free throws
ascended to the top of the NAIA ed efforts hit a roadblock Tuesday· and a long-range bucket at the
District I point standings ~d by night as they took it on the chin . buzzer to take a nine point lead and
the right hands of Carter, Collins, from the UPS Loggers 76-57. The . the game's momentum into the
Harper and Co., they will soon NCAA Division II Loggers, ranked lockerroom.
come to judge the quick(-handed) first in the latest Northwest small
And as the game wore on in the
and the dead(ly-shooting) Eagles. college poll, gained a little second half, it became obvious it
But first things first.
revenege themselves by dumping • was not going to be the Cats' night.
The Wildcats must first face the Wildcats.
Again and again the ball swirled
Whitman College tonight and
For it was Central that put the around inside the hoop but would
Lewis-Clark (Idaho) Friday, first blemish on UPS's record by not drop. And when Collins or Mike
before their rematch with the upsetting the Loggers 72~ in late Barney would pick the Loggers'
Eastern Eagles Satuday.
December for the championship of . pockets, more often than not CenEWU clobbered the Cats three the Tacaoma school's Christmas tral failed to convert the steal into
weeks ago 76-55, Central's worst Tournament.
a basket.
But for some reason Central
And despite the similarity of
home defeat in 22 years. However,
the squad that absorbed that . scores in the losses to · Eastern refused to quit. Whether the deparbeating is not the same group that (76-55) and UPS (76-57) any ture of Taylor had any bearing on
will test the NCAA Divison II similarity between the Wildcats the Cats performance is not clear.
Eagles.
that were destroyed by Eastern What is clear is the fact that CenPlagued by dissent among the and the game but out-manned tral is playing with intensity,
troops early in the season, the pro- Wildcats that gave it all they had
something definitly missing from
their clash with Eagles.
blem came to a head following against the Loggers is purely coinCentral' s hard-to-swallow loss to cidental.
And although wiped out by an
almost two-to-one margin on the
Eastern. As a result, leading
Early in the first half Central
boards, Central scored just one
scorer Lucky Taylor elected to trailed Eastern 18-4 - and things
leave the team, and it appeared went from bad to worse.
less field goal than UPS. It was the
that the Cats' chances of returning
But after falling behind 21-6 foul line that kept the Wildcats at
to the NAIA national tournament against the Loggers, Central pull- bay when they needed a break.
UPS converted 24-of-35 free
in Kansas City for the eighth ed itself together, regrouped and
throws, including the last ten Logstraight time were in deep jepordy. made a spirited run at UPS.
Rut the Wildcats refused to fold.
Creeeping slowly back into the · ger points of the game.
By Matt McGillen
Sports Editor

Eli ~arter, 6-4 junior guard puts up a shot
agamst UPS. Carter . scored seven points in
the Wildcat's 76-57 loss.

Adams choosen

Central Washington University's good job of leadership out there,"
flashy guard Vern Adams has been said Central coach Dean
chosen Wildcat-of-the-Week for his Nicholson.
Back from last · year's team,
performance in the team's last
three games.
which reached the quarterfinals of
Adams racked' up a total of 42 the NAIA national tournament, By Alan Anderson
points and 11 assists in three Adams is a respected defensive
Despite the absence of leading
games leading Central to victories player, but has had to adjust his
scorer Lucky Taylor, the cwu ~
_
over Lewis-Clark State apd SP"ttle . game offensively this year.
. Vern has contributed 9.6 points · Wildcats picked up their second
Pacific.
..· ~~dams, a junior from Muskegon, . per game and is currently ranked straight victory Friday night,
Mich., converted seven of 12 field fourth on the team scoring. He also dropping . Western Washington
goal tries and three of four free leads the team with 52.4 field goal 78-52 at Nicholson Pavilion.
Taylor, 6-8 junior -from Anthrows, tallying a career high 17 percentage.
chorage
points as the Wildcats.demolished
"We rely on him (to score more week. Alaska, left the team last
the Warriors, 91-70.
than last year) and there is more . Central now leads the series betThen, bouncing back from a sur- pressure on him to score," said a ween the two teams 101-51.
·
prising loss to Eastern, Central pleased Nicholson.
Central took the lead early, scor(led by seven straight points from
Adams) . jumped on top early to
With the leadership and ex- ing the first six points, and from
defeat the Falcons convincingly perience Adams has to offer, there there on, they hardly looked back.
With eight minutes remaining in
88-75. Adams again finished the · isn't any reason Central shouldn't
game with 17 points.
·return for the eighth straight year. the half, the Vikings did have a
"Vern is playing consistent The explosive Wilde.· is doing his chance to knot the game at eighteen, but after a missed jumper by
.basketball for us and is doing a part to make this con"e true.
Oliver Henry, Central's Howie
1 Long answered with a turnaround
jumper to push the lead back up to
four.
The Cats then strung together
eight unanswered points enroute to
a 40-22 halftime lead.
Cruise the Caribbean with Dr. Gene Kosy
Western came back out of the
locker room ready to play in the seDepart & Return to Seattle
cond half as they hit eight consecutive points to come within 10 of
the Wildcats. Scott Tri answered
Sail from :San Juan
with a layin, however and the Cats
outscored the Vikings 14-4 over the
starts at $1265
next nine minutes to put Western
out of the picture once and for all.

Cats score double win

Spring Break .
Aboard the Cunard Princess

March 21 :2a

...i...911111-...111 Includes

•Airfare
•All meals
•All entertainment
•Deluxe floating hotel:

:
Come Seei

'· Heather & Margie 925-6961

'

· Top scorers for Central included ' Clansman were forced to return to
John Harper with 13, Eli Carter Canada in second place thanks to a
with 12, Scott Tri and John 84-79 NAIA District 1 defeat
Holtman each with 10 and Mike courtesy of the even-scoring CWU
Barney with eight.
Wildcats.
The Cats, picking up their third
Henry led the Vikings . attack
with 15. Bob Franks added eight, win in a row since their
while Greg Snow and Dan h.umiliating 76-55 loss to Eastern
Muscatel added seven and six Washington two weeks ago, handed SFU their tenth straight defeat
points respectively.
The Wildcats were able to take in the series between the two
advantage of their obvious height schools. Central has now won
advantage, as they out rebounded .17-of-21 contests bewteen the two
the smaller Vikings 46-32, with schools.
Even scoring seemed to be the
Steve Dade and Robert Nellams
each grabbing nine. The top re- key for the 11-5 Cats, with Eli
Carter leading the way with 16.
bounder for Western was Henry
with eight.
.
Closely behind was Mike Barney
Central hit 35-of-74 from the floor
with 14, Jerome Collins with 12,
(47 percent)and 8-of-16 from the
and Vern Adams and injured Steve
foul line.
Pudists with 10 each.
The Vikings hit 21-of-52 field
Simon Fraser, on the other hand,
goals (40 percent) and 10-of14 from
was forced to rely on the district's
the
free
throw
line.
nwnber one scorer, Jay Triano.
The loss drops the Vikings to 3-13
Triano, who's averaging 24.8
for the year.
points a game, pumped in 28 for the
night, 22 in the first half.
Triano was followed by Steve
Murphy with 19 and Neil Bieker
with 15.
By Alan Anderson
Leading throughout the contest
the Wildcats lead by six at
It was the battle of the district halftime, 50-44, after holding leads
co-leaders when the Simon Fraser of two to 10 points throughout the
University arrived at Nicholson opening twenty minutes.
Pavilion last Friday night. But the
The second half was more of the
same before the Clansmen put ,
together a string of nine staight
points to pull within five, 66-61,
with 13: 59 on the clock .
Central slowly pushed the lead
back to eight with just over six
minutes remaining before going into a stall.
The slowdown offense backfired,
however and Simon Fraser pulled
to cut the Cats margin to 73-76 with
two minutes left.
The Clansmen got no closer,
~deposit
however and the Wildcats held on
for the win.

CWU 84, SFU 79

UGLY.BEAR
TAVER·N
Kegs to Go.-. ·
$28.00 plu·s
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Gregson in 14th season as. head of CWU swimmers
Since he took his position of was Gerald Malella.
competitors. Malella swam under
Malella, a six-time national Gregson his last year at Central.
assistant professor of physical
In 21 years of swim coaching Bob education and varsity mens' swim- champion is now the successful
"There is very little fanfare beGregson says he has changed his · ming ·coach for CWU, Gregson has head coach of the Kelso High
received many awards. He has School swim team, who are wrapp- · i.ng a swim coach,'' Gregson adphilosophy quite a bit.
Gregson, now in his 14th season been named NAIA division· one ing up their second consecutive mits. "You have to like the people
has taken his team to the NAIA na- coach of the year twice, with the undefeated season against league and like being around them. It~s a
tional championship meet every latest being last year, and was the ,·
year since he assumed the head NAIA 1974 national coach-of-theyear.
coaching position for CWU.
Going into this season, Gregson
When he started coaching at
Central in 1966 he had a big adjust- had a composite win-loss record of
ment to make. He says it was a big 142-22 in dual meets with CWU.
"It's awful tough to be a swim
change from co.aching AAU youths
coach for 25 years," Gregson said.
to college students.
"It was a real learning situation He says you have to find new ways.
at first. We put a lot of emphasis on to keep interest in it.
This year he took on a new
how fast we went, and how com- ·
petitive we were. Now I'm here for· challenge, For the first time in 15 ,
the plesure of it, regardless of years he once again coaching ;
women, as he took on the head :
where we finish."
·Gregson was born in Wain- . coaching job for the CWU women's '
;
wright, Alberta, Canada in 1936. · team as well. ·
He says there isn't really a big l
He attended high school in
Longview, Washington at R.A. · difference in coaching both sexes.
Long. While there he was a high . "~ost of them (the women) can '.
school All-American swimmer and : swun the same workouts .as the :
the Washington state champion in 'men, so I d~n;t have a problem :
the freestyle individual medley · there," he said.
and butterfly 'events.
Something that has appeared to ;
In 1952, Gregson broke the then help the CWU_ swimming program ·
longstanding freestyle record set a gr~at deal m the past, G~egson .
by the movie star and Olympic says IS the f~ct they hav~ driven to :
swimmer Johnny Weismuller.
all of the national meets m order ~o ·:
· In his senior year, he moved to : sav~ . money. N~w . Gregson ~s
Ketchikan, Alaska, where he · reahzmg ~he. scrunpmg. they did .
last year mfhcted a lastmg effect :
graduated in the class of 1956.
His college career consisted of : on,~o the t~am.
.
:
ubtaining his B.S. degree from LinThe trip last .year was so hard .
field College in McMinnville,. that a lot of the kids got themselves ;
Oregon in 1963. He received his into a hole and weren't able to get :
M.Ed. in 1966.
out," he said.
.
. Gregson was the head coach of. Gregson believes this was part of :
the McMinnville Swim Club from the reason CWU lost as many ·
1960 to 1966 where he had a com-. swimmers to academic ineligibili· ' ty as it did. Looking back, he states
posite reco~d of 74-13.
In addition to his other coaching, emphatically, "It will never hapGregson assistant coached the Lin-. pen a~ain ! "
field varsity swim team from 1936: In his years at Central, Gregson
to 1966. He was also the aquatic has produced six of CWU's 17 nadirector for the city of McMinn- tional champions. The most sue- I
·
cessful swimmer under Gre son 1
By Alan Anderson

!

lonely but gratifying sport.''
''I went to my first swim meet in
1947. Now 34 years later look where
I am.'' And where he is now, is successfully at the helm of the Central
Washington University Wildcat
swimmers.

· Partch ·qualifies
Laurie Partch (Fr., Kelso) ,has
become the second CWU swimmer
to qualify for the national championships, as her time of 1: 02.55 in
the 100 butterfly bettered the qualifying standard of 1: 03.63 the Crier
learned Tuesday.
Partch apparently qualified on
Dec. 6 at the University of
Washington Husky Invitational
meet, but was unaware of her
qualification until this week. The
womens' national AIAW meet will
be held at Marquette, Michigan
beginning March 13.
The other swimmer who
qualified earlier this year was Bob
Kennedy in the 100 backstroke with
his time of 56.54. The mens' championship meet will be held at Liberty, Missouri beginning March 5.

T. V. viewing

..

on increa·s e
tly Campus Oigesl News Smkc

Television is gaining on us.
Average television viewing went up to
six hours, 36 minutes per day, per
household. This was an increase of
eight minutes over 1979.
The Television Bureau of Advertising compiled the statistic.
•.

TONIGHT
<Central <Cl1ristian ]~ cllotusl1ip

The Shining

presents

IN CONCERT

SUB Theatre 3, 7,&9: 30

NEXT WEEK

.lf!I
JORN Fl-S CHER
7pm
Saturday February 7, 1981
Morgan Junior High Auditorium
H

~'f(V

EUensburg, Washington
$2.00 at the door

Also Appearing Sheri Nickell
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Cat swintnters fall to tough UPS
By Alan Anderson

season.
Picking up wins for the women
Considering the loss of the men, were Laurie Partch (1,000:
and where the women were at the freestyle and 50 butterfly), Pam
(50
and
100·
beginning of the season we're Ruggles
swimming quite decent right breaststrokes), Shannon Tweit
now," were the words of CWU (200 and 500 freestyles), Linda
swim coach Bob Gregson following Ashburn (50 and 100 freestyles),
the mens' 56-52 loss to the Universi- Julie Lorang (50 backstroke), Julie·
ty of Puget Sound Saturday after- Harshbarger (100 butterfly),
noon.
Nadia Johnson (one meter diving),
The men moved their record to Lisa Olander (three meter diving),
6-3 last week beating Eastern and the 200 freestyle relay team of
Washington 60-43 on Thursday and Partch, Ashburn, Tweit and·
losing to UPS on Saturday. The' Harsbarger.
l4~or the men, Tom Dunning (200
women downed both Eastern 79-57 '
and Montana State 85-49 on Thurs- freestyle), Bob Kennedy (200
day to up their record to 7-3 on the backstroke), Rob Gibbs (one and
\-;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;:;;;;:;;;:;::;:;::::;::::;;:;;:;;:;:;:::::::====~=--==_:_:_~

three meter diving), Kevin Heggt
(200 breaststroke) and the 400
freestyle relay team of Tim Mahaffie, Bruce Fletcher, Will Delony
a!1d ~at McCarthy all picked up
· victories.
Head coach Bob Gregson was
especially pleased with Kevin
Hegge and Hal Buttery's one-two
sweep in the 200 breaststroke. He
also praised Tom Dunning's 1:52 in
the 200 freestyle and Robb Gibb's
victories in both the one and three
meter diving.
As for the girls, Gregson drew
note to Shannon Twiet's 200 and 500
freestyles with times of 2: 06.3 and
5:36.9 res ecivel . He also men-

tioned Jule Lorang's ~O and 100 NAIA schools by Swimming World
backstrokes saying, "She had two magazine. This is the first year in
12 the Cats haven't been ranked in
real good swims for us."
Talking about the UPS program the top ten.
Central has a big weekend ahead
Gregson said, ''They're really a
cut above 1is. They have done a of them as both the men and
couple years of fine recruiting," women will face Willamet Univerand he guesses that at least 12 of sity and .Oregon -State at Willamet
their 15 swimmers are on full-ride tomorrow, and Southern Oregon,
scholarships. The team used to be Linfield, and Lewis and Clark at
Lewis and Clark on Saturday.
CWU's hottest competitor.
·
Gregson has been eyeing the
UPS is currently ranked fourth
among the nations NCAA division meet at Willamette for quite some
time, saying, "We hope to qu~hly
two schools and Gregson says
"They'll get at least that at na: a few people for nationals there, as
tionals."
·
~ey have a fine facility and it's
The Wildcats meanwhile are Just one of the best opportunities of
the year."
ranked 11th in the nation ~on

Central women
downPLU

Vickie Vandenherg pulls down a rebound

The CWU women's basketball
team broke away from Pacifc
Lutheran University midway
through the first half and went on
to defeat the Lutes 65-49 Saturday
_afternoon at Nicholson Pavilion.
The win ended a three game losing streak for the Wildcats and
lifted their record near the .500
mark at ~Trailing 17-1610 minutes into the
game, Central burned the Lutes for
11 straight points to blow the game
open. Lorna .B~aver headed that
ch~rge by hitting two f~stbreak
lay~s as well as handing out
assists for two more.
.
The Cats spread the margin to
13, 34-21, .be~ore the Lutes pulled
back to within 11, 34-23 at the half.
Cent~al controlled the flow of the
game in the second ~alf, as they
held leads of 12-15 points for most
of the second half. But Pat Shelton,
who scored 17 points to lead all
scorers, hit a free throw and Tracy
Vigus dropped in a shot from the
corner to pull the Lutes to within
striking distance with nine minutes

: remaining.
: However, Central quickly
, squashed any hope~ of a PLU c~m
eback by runnmg off nme
· ~answered points, to take their
. biggest lead of the game 60-41.
: T~y B~ock, CWU's top score
with 16 points, put in a rebound
bucket to start that run, and Vickie
i Vanderberg, who scored 11, chip: ped in two field goals and a foul
· shot to put the game out of reach
: wi~h just over four minutes to play.
central shot well (30-of-57)
despite the game's generally sloppy play. The two teams combined
for 63 turnovers, many of the Cats
coming as their running game
went out of control from time to
; time. But it was Central's ability to
push the ball up and down the court
quickly that provided their fine
shooting percentage as the dropped in 19 layins.
·
Central controlled the boards, as
would be expected for a fastbreak
team, pulling down 43 rebounds to
PLU's 36.

Sports Editorial :

..
1
"· ;

Central po«;>l : One of the worst
By Alan Anderson

wave action, causing the swunmers to go ·slower; extremely poor
When someone thinks of a col- acol1$tics; inadequate spectator
lege pool they usually piCture a seating; and general lack of space.
It's amazing that CWU head
large, spacious facility. At least
something better than the average coach Bob Gregson is able to produce strong swim teams time and
· high school pool.
Not so for Central Washington time again, as he has done for the
last 16 years.
University.
"It seems to me that they (the
The pool that has housed 17 national champions is without a university) built the pavilion and
doubt one of, if not the worst col- then put together a pool with what
was left over," said second year
lege pools in the United States.
~e-ma~p~~blems are: P!lflr swimmer Bob Kennedy.

What makes Gregson successful doesn't help." He also says he's
with such a lousy facility? "We had a hard time in the past getting
can't sell the pool"(to the students teams to swim here, saying,
as a recruiting device), Gregson "Knowbody likes it."
Gregson seems very optimistic
says. "We have to sell the school as
about his facility, but admits that
a whole.
He claims this is what brings the he is suffering a hearing loss due to
strong swimmers that Central has the poor acoustics. "It's impossiover to to Ellensburg. "Central is a ble to teach in," he says, but he's
fine school. I honestly believe it's doing his best.
He recalls there was a push to
one of the best on the west coast,"
build a new pool, or at least
he said.
As ·far as the facility hurting his remodel the present one about
program, Gregson says, ''It seven years ago, but nothing ever

'

MILKS.
SO GOOD
.

developed.
Last year, when hosting a dual
meet with the University of Idaho,
a portion of a new ceiling fell into
the water on top of a swimmer.
This closed the pool for two weeks,
and since that time the ceiling has
consisted only of cement, which
makes the place what Gregson
calls, "an echo chamber."

Continued on pg. 13

COMPARE
OUR MILK PRICES :.
. .2% V2Gallori 8"7c .

· Grade.A 1/2Gallon · . s3c~i
Pasteurized/Homogenized
·whole 1/2Gallon 37c:

...
Open
1pm-7pm
Mon-Sat

Winaga·r 's.-·
Located J~st 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

"we accept food coupons")411W.11~ -~

121-1121

ap-t"'9nMythrusaturciay1 , ......,~ .....

1
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Central pool

Central Student
Carrie Nelson

Cont. from pg. 12
As the saying goes, behind every
cloud there lies a silver lining.
Well, so Central's pool has
somewhat of a silver lining as well.
The poor wave action makes the
pool a good training pool, as it
slows the swimmers down.
Gregson believes this gives his
teams a psychological advantage
when swimming in a better pqol,
against a stron team.
Help doesn't seem to be on the
way however, as the cost of
building a new, modern facility
would run upwards of $5 million.
And this it seems is not something
the university has on high priority
It's too bad with a team as consistently strong as Central's that
the administration can't find the
money necessary for a first-rate
facility. But with inflation at its
current rate, and with university
budgets in the condition they're in,
one tends to understand the
predicament the college is in.
Perhaps someday the Central
swimmers will have access to the
facility they deserve.
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"So \Nhere
do all the
Bookstore profits go anyway?"
1979-80 Total Revenue
1979-80 Total Expenses

Other Costs
$18,082
Telephone
Freight
General Misc.
· Postage
Custodial Services
Insurance
Repairs
Trash Removal

$926,174
$926, 174

Professors eam
extra income
CompllS Digesl News Service

Eighty percent of faculty members
have extra professional work which
add average earnings of 21 percent to
their base college salaries, according
to a recent national survey of 2,400
professors.
In the past year, full professors at
research universities earned an
average $7 ,404 in extra income. Of
those professors, 25 percent had additional earnings of over $9,000.
This outside income included only
professional work and did not include
royalties, investment inc0me, rents or
gifts.
Nearly 67 percent received additional earnings from the same institution that paid their base salaries.
'fliose faculty members received an
average of $3,483 in such payments.
That is equal to almost 16 percent of
the base salary. The extra compensation was for research work, for administrative assignments and for
teaching night, summer-session and
other extra classes.
Faculty members at public colleges
are more likely to earn extra income
from their institutions than professors
at private institutions. At major
private universities, however, faculty
members who did not receive extra income from their institutions reported
larger amounts than those at similar
public universities.

Ellensburg
Bicycle Shop

IR1@c

~

Salaries
$166,462

Merchandise
Purchased
for resale
$690,848

Less than 1%

Advertising
$4,994
Travel
$3,287

That's
question.

a

good

and

fair

From a most recent market
survey conducted by the
Marketing Research class, we
were surprised to learn that
a large number of you
wondered
where the net
revenues - "profits" - that we
made from . your purchases
went. Some believed that The
University
Store
was
independently owned or that
all the revenues generated
went straight back to Olympia.
Not so.

~~@Il@

minor

maintenance expenses

for The University Store space.

Net revenues beyond this first
$25,000 are also shared with
the SUB. In years that the
storn · has generated these
"profit" revenues they have
gone to maintaining the cash
position of the store. But for
the last two years that figure
has totalled only $6,800 - not
much when you're talking
about a total gross yearly
revenue of $926, 174.
We're vitally interested in
your knowing where your

dollar spent at The University Store goes because we
are committed to serving
Central 's campus community
in the best way possible.

Bookstore Customers

Come See Us
Tuesday - Friday
1
12-6
Saturday 10-5

Sunday - Monday
Closed

~

The University Store is an
integral and important part
of Central's campus community. And, as such, it is
structured
to
serve
the
students, faculty, and staff
of Central on a self-supporting basis. Hopefully this pie
chart demonstrates this. You
will notice that the expenditures of the store balance the
revenue generated by sales
during last year. Any net
revenue generated by the
store up to $25,000 is all paid
to the SUB to assist it with its
operations. and for utility and

WE: MAJOR
IN SERVICE:!

We'll Be Closed
Jan. 31st For
Inventory
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Centraline
Job opportunities

Aid for off campus students

Catholic Youth Organization is offering summer work available June
Students receiving financial aid spring quarter, who will be off17, 1981 until Aug. 28, 1981. An interview date is set for Thursday, Feb. 12, campus, must make arrangements with the Financial Aid Office, ~arge
from 9-4 p.m. If interested sign up in the Student Employment Office, 209, by March 18, 1981, and must provide verification of the off-campus
Barge Hall, 205. Applications are also available there.
program and an off-campus address where checks are to be mailed.

Gay student support group

Dance films to he shown
There are three more films scheduled in "The Magic of Dance" series
co-sponsored by Orchesis, the Ellensburg Public Library and the
Ellensburg Youth Ballet. These BBC and Time-Life movies on dance as it
is seen through the eyes of the world-renowned Margot Fonteyn, are
shown on Monday nights at 7: 45 p.m. at the Public Library. The presentations have been made possible with the assistance of a grant from the
Washington State Arts Commission.

Persons interested in forming and joining a gay students support group
should contact Dr. Don Wise at the CWU Counseling Center, 963-1391. The
atmosphere of the group will be non-threatening and completely confidential.

Aid applications available
Applications for financial aid for 1981-82 are available in the Office of
Financial Aid, Barge Hall 209. Students who are applying for financial aid
at Central for 1981-82 must complete the Financial Aid Form and the Central application form .
Deadline date for submission is March 15, 1981. Applications received
after March 15 will receive full consideration but awards to late applicants will depend soley on availability of funds after awards have been
made to "on time" applicants.
Undergraduate students are, also, required to apply for Basic Educational Opportunity Grants. The Basic Grant application is included on the
College Scholarships Financial Aid Form.

Help for aid applicants
Students having difficulty in completing financial aid applcations are
encouraged to visit the Financial Aid Office, Barge Hall 209. Counselors
are available to answer general questions students may have on financial
aid and will assist students in filling out the financial aid applications.

NDSL exit interview If this is your last quarter at Central and you have received a National
Direct Student Loan, you must make an appointment for an exit interview. Call the Office of Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go to the second
floor of Mitchell Hall.

CTT meeting
Central Teachers in Training (CTT) will have their monthly meeting
Feb. 3 in the SUB Room 204-5, at 7 p.m.
The guest speaker will be Dale Leavitt, a social studies teacher from
Ellensburg High School. His topic will be "A Day in the Life of ·a
Teacher.''

· News from the library
A selected, partially annotated list of new books from the Central

~ Library. On the new book shelves, Room 203, Jan. 29 through Feb. 2,
1981.

1

Meeting for RR track use

'

There will be a campus-wide public meeting <?n Thursday, Feb. 5 from
3-5 p.m. at Grupe Center to solicit ideas for th~ use of the railroad track
through campus. The meeting is sponsored by Leisure Service 309.

*Elmer Green. Beyond bio-feedback. 1977. (Menniger Foundation
associated research_e r writes on the nature of time, space and mind.)
*Jon Williams. Operant leaning, procedures for changing behavior.
1973.
*Uta Frith. Some ·perceptual p~erequisites for reading. 1980. (Exi~tance of perceptual grammar influencing initial reading proficiei1cy).
'
*Michael C. Giammatteo. Executive well-being, stress and administrators. 1980.
*Eleanor W. Willemsen. Understanding infancy. 1979.
*Richard Wollheim. Art and its objects, with six supplementry essays.
1980.(Discussion of works of art as physical or mental entities, "ideal
and presentational theories'')

LDS meetings
Tim Hill will lead a discussion on "Sucess in Time Management," Friday, Jan. 30 at 12 noon in the LDS .institute across from Hebeler.
Family Home Evening every Monday night at. 8 p.m. at the LDS institute. All are welcome.

Alpha Kappa Psi meeting
James Dobrick, secretary-treasurer of Swomson-Dean Developement
Corporation, is speaking at A.K.Psi's regular meeting, Wednesday,
March 4 at 8 p.m. Mr. Dobrick will speak on organizing partnerships for
investment in real estate projects. Anyone interested in joining the
fraternity should phone 963-3378.

RECENT SWEDENBORG GIFTS RECEIVED
*~manuel Swedenborg. Posthumous theological works of Emanuel
Swedenborg. 1969. (Two volumes. First published in the U.S.A. in
1914.)
*Emanuel Swedenborg. Delights of wisdom petaining to conjugial
love, after which follow, the pleasures of insanity petraining to scortatory love. 1949.
(first published in Latin in Amsterdam in 1768. Translated by Samuel
M. Warren.)
*Emanuel Swedenborg. Angelic wisdom concerning the divine providence, originally published in Latin .at Amsterdam, 1764. 1949.
*Emanuel Swedenborg. True Christian religion containing the universal theology of the new chw·ch foretold by the Lord in Daniel VII, 13, 14
and Revelations XXI, 1, 2. 1949. (Origipally prited in Amsterdam in
1771. Two Volumes)
NEW REFERENCE BOOKS
*Frank N. Magill. Great Events from hi~tory. Modern European
series. 1973. (three volumes)
*Frank N. Magill. Great events from history. Ancient and medieval
series. 1972. (three volumes).
*Frank N. Magill. Great events from history. American series. 1975.
(three volumes).
"'J.K. Lasser's. Your income tax. 1981. Washington, State, Laws,
Statutes, etc. Revised code of Washington. 1979. Volume 9. Supplement.
*Washinton Administrative Code. 1977. Volumes lOA and lOB.
(Documents Reference)
*Educator's index to free materials revised. 1980. (Curriculum Lab.
Reference.)

Job interviews

1

OTHER NEW BOOKS
*United States. Geological Survey. Coastal mapping handbook. 1978.
*Sid Sackson. Beyond competition, six dynamic new games for two or
more players to win together. 1977.
*Jae-on Kim. Introduction to factor analysis, what it is and how to do
it. 1978.
*National Commission on Youth. Transition of youth to adulthood, a
bridge too long, a report to educators, ... 1980.
*Martha Yates. Coping, a survival manual for women alone. 1976.
*Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. East and west. 1980.
' *Charles Turner. Chemistry of fire and hazardous materials. 1981.
*Michael Carr. Volcanic features of hawaii, a basis for comparison
with Mars. 1980-.

~

Porno film nixed
Campl/S Digest News Service

An official at the State University
of New York at Stony Brook had
banned the showing of a pornograghic film in a donnitory.
The official, Elizabeth Wadsworth,
vice president 'for student affairs,
decided the film could not be shown
because approximately half of the
residents of the dormitory considered
the film to be sexist and vulgar.
Wadsworth felt that if the film was
~ shown it would violate students' right
·to privacy in their home.

· Classified Ads
OVERSEAS JOBS - Swnmer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. ·
$500-1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info.
Write IJC Box 52-WA3, Carona Del Mar. CA
92625.
JOBS IN ALASKA! Swnmer/year-round.
$800-2000 monthly! Parks, Fisheries, Nursing
and more! 1981 Employer listings, information
guide. $4. Alasco, Box 9337, San Jose, CA 95157 .
Found
Men's class ring. Stadium High School. Found
in Instructional Building. Contact the Campus
Crier.
Found
Ladies gold watch, four.d in middle of mall
about noon on Thursday, Jan. 22. Call Shane
Kenison at-962-9426.
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year round
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia . All fields
$500-1200 monthly, expenses paid. Sightseeing.
Free information, write IJC Box 52-WA3, Cor·
ona Del Mar, CA 92625.
Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns. Call
William, evenings at 925-5937.
The Feminist Women's Health Center provides
abortions and free pregnancy screening. For
further information or appointment call
575-6422.
lMPHOVE YOU8 GRADES! Research
catalog-306 pages-10,278 descriptive listingsRush $1 1 refundable) . Box 25097C, Los
Angelas, CA 90025. (213) 477-8226.
ELECTROLYSIS
Permanent removal of unwanted hair. Private
and confidential.. For more information call
Midge Standley. 925-4353.
LOSl'-Braided leather hatband at basketball
game Saturday night. Reward. 963-1491.
YOUR CHANCE TO HELP
Silver circle needs volunteers to teach Arts
or Crafts classes to senior citizens at comn ••mity center. l 1·2-2 hours per week. Call
925-U.18.

The following firms will have representatives at the Career Planning &
Placement Center to interview interested candidates. Sign-up schedules
are posted one week, to the day, before the arrival of the interviewers on
campus.

Oregon Caves Chateau will be interviewing
on your canpus Jan . 23, 1981 for summer
employment. Tour guides, gift shop clerks,
housekeepers, baby sitters, registration
clerks , nitewatchmen, kitchen helpers,
waitresses and waiters.

Feb. 4 Occidental Life, Tacoma Washington. Sales Management- In·
surances & Investments Mktg, Acct, Mgmt, Fin, Econ, Soc & Psy Majors.
Feb. 5 Aetna Casualty & Surety, Seattle, Washington. Claims, Underwriting, Auditors, Engineers, Bonds. Bachelor's Degree.
Feb. 5 Burroughs Corp. Tacoma & Bellevue. 1) Sales Rep. - Bus or
Mktg. ·Majors. 2) Software installation & Support - Math, Bus Adm or
Acct Majors w/Computer Science Minor or background.
Feb. 9 Monroe Systems for Business, Yakima, Washington. Sales Rep
Positions - Bach.Degree, Mktg background or interest. Yakima and TriCities.
Feb. 9 McNeil Consumer Products Co., Vancouver, Washington.
Sales Rep Positions - Mktg & Mgmt Majors Selling Tylenol. Western
Region ..
Feb. 12 Ralston Purina, Bellevue, Washington. Sales Rep - Salaried ·
Positions, Bach. Train in Seattle.
Feb. 13 John Fluke Mfg Co., Mountlake Terrace, Washington. Accounting Majors - Budget Forecasting, Cost Anylyzing and Supervision.
Feb. 17 The Bon, Seattle, Washington. Executive Trainee Program - ·
Fashion Merchandising, Home Ee, Business.
Mar. 3_ First Natl Bank of Oregon, Portland Oregon. Mgmt Training
Program- Banking & Finance or person specifically interested in banking
as a career.
Mar. 3 BCS - Richland, Richland, Washington. Computers Related
Positions - Business Appl. & Scientific Appl.
Mar. 5 K-Mart APPAREL, Federal Way, Washington. Management
Trainee Program - Bach Degree Fashion Merchandising, Bus. Those
desiring work in Retail Clothing Sales.

Send your sweetheart a message for Valentines Day through the Campus Crier. Only $1
for ten words, five cents for each additional
word. Cash with copy.

Electronic Data Systems cancelled their campus recruiting scheduled
for Feb. 19, but would like to see the placement file and resume of interested candidates.

FOR SALE
C~nopy. Was used on short box Ford pickup . .
Could be used on standard size pickup. A-1 conditi~n. two interior lights, storage compartment, insulated. Was camper for small family.
Good as new. $450. Phone: 962-9405.
Earn up to $1,000 or more for a few evening~
work. No selling. Just hang posters on your
campus advertising our half-price tours of
Europe. For details, write: TRAVEL STUDY
INTERNATIONAL, Suite 101, Salt Lake City,
UT 84117.
Wanted: Women's basketball team.
City Women 's league seeks one additional
team to form league. Here is your chance for
some serious basketball. Ellensbatg 'R'ecreation Department, 962-98f~ ".7:xt. 241
Typewriter repair . -- satisfaction
guaranteed, fast, references available 925-4721.
Found: hard contact lenses with grey-tint.
Found in front of Dean Hall. Claim at Campus
Crier, SUB 218.

Buy or sell with classified
ads. Only $1 for 10 words
and 5 cents for each additional word. Cash with
copy.

1
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Comics
CONSUMER CARNIVAL

E.Z.~lf

byTed Richards

by GIUFFRE

by Bob Cordray

ALEX IN WONDERLAND

YOU EVER TR'I
TO DRIBBLE A
FOOTBALL?

,,, AND IF I'M
REELECTED, I WILL
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Blood drive
sets record

A blood drive held in the CWU special apprec1aLHlil to Angie
SUB last week topped all previous Price, local manager of the
drives for number of pints taken, Ellensburg chapter of the
according to Gene Durall, drive co- · American Red Cross for her continuing efforts.
ordinator.
A record 196 pints _were donated
on Wednesday's one day drive,
Durvall also sent out special
Durvall said.
thanks to all those that helped with
Dur?all said that he wishes to the drive and especially to those
thank Central instructor Sharron that donated blood.
Schweindt' s health essentials 105
Kamola Hall won a $50 prize,
class and other health club donated by the Residence Hall
members for making the drive a Council, for the dorm with the
success and would like to offer largest contribution.

Papers accepted
Gisela Schlauch-Rigby, Yakima,
Anderson's paper is titled
and Catherine D. Anderson, "Social acceptance of black
Ellensburg,
undrgraduate female-white male versus white
psychology students at Central, female-black male marriages,"
have had research papers ac- supervised by Prof. Warren Street.
Both students are members of
cepted for presentation to the 1981
meeting of the Western · Psi Chi, nation.al psychology
Psychological Association, next honorary society.
"It
is
unusual
for
April in Los Angeles.
undergraduates to produce
Schlauch-Rigby, a December research worth of presentation to a .
1980 graduate, was supervised by professi~nal meetin~," St~eet said, ·
Prof. Terry DeVietti, producing a announ~~ng the papers acc~ppaper entitled "observational lear- tance. Central 13 pro~d ~f Its
ning in rats observing models bar- stud~.n::n tsa~~
their
acpressing for brain reward."
comp 18 en · -

Paul says:

You can never retire

Most people look forward to
retirement as a time to relax and
do what they please. Not Mildred
Paul.
Mildred Paul, secretary to President Garrity, has been working on
campus since 1960. In the past two
decades you'd expect changes and
pr9blems. When asked about
these, Paul explained with each
new president clifferent problems
arose that had to be handled. Paul
feels they have worked to place
tificates don't apply for benefits· students first, trying to meet their
because they believe tht>St' needs with the least amount of red
iocuments are essential."
tape possible.
VA will accept a certified stateAs for Dr. Garrity, he likes
ment instead of an original bir~h sports, music and drama but enor marriage certificate when need- . joys being with people most of all.
ed to establish eli_gibility.
"Dr. Garrity enjoys people all
together, he will when possible

Documents not vital
Don't let lost documents prevent
you f_~om seeking veterans
benefits, the Veterans Administra·
tion today reminded veterans and
their dependents.
A VA spokesman said, "We have
found that some veterans who cannot locate birth or marriage cer-

FAB PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS IN CONCERT

EiiRTH riru:PiiRE f[]R THc

L.91.'iUff~li []f ...

take time out to talk to any
student." Paul said.
Butthepresidentalsohastohandie the problems of being head of a
university- trying to build a better
university.
With this load of problems, she
says, "A man who takes on this
type of job has to devote his life
totally to his work, with his wife
and family beside him offering
total support."
Since 1960, not only the ·families
have stood beside these Central
presidents. Paul has also devoted
much time and energy. But now
with retirement approaching, she
is considering utilizing that extra
time by increasing the volunteer
work she is already active in.
She is currently working in the

nursery at the First Christian
Church in Ellensburg. Paul would
also like to work with children or
the elderly after retirement.
Working full-time since high
school, you would think she would
want to relax, but that isn't the
way she feels. She explains, "When
you retire ... no matter what, you
,always keep growing and expanding."

Crier ads
·workll!

SATURDAY JAN.31

8:00 p.m.
SUB BALLROOM
TICKETS AVAILABLE
AT SUB INFO· BOOTH
AND
AT THE DOOR
STUD.ENTS

$4.00

.GENERAL

$4.50
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